
he Last Supper at
Gracie Mansion:
A Fable

by Seymour B. Durst

In 1991 BIC MAC VI was at the Mayor's house
celebrating the balancing of the budget - a

triumph of planned shrinkage and courageous
attrition.

As usual, many celebrations were taking place that
night. ln another wing of the mansion, a Deputy
Mayor celebrated the new freedom for children;
the last school had been closed.

The Commissioner of Housing Preservation and
Demolition led a celebration o{ a new housing
strategy: house pooling, an adaptation of the 1980
car-pooling plan under which single-occupant cars
had been banned {rom city bridges. The house
pooling plan provided that single-occupant
dwelling users double up, either through selection
of partners by planning sociologists or by drawing
lots. The sociologists pointed out that loneliness
would be eliminated under this plan. A principal
reason for the housing shortage was the
accelerating spread of housing abandonment in the
other boroughs, after the Bronx had been
abandoned a few years earlier.

Pursued to the river's edge by many thousands of
their irate, repossessed housing tenants, the
members of the City Council escaped into exile in
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New Jersey. Their names were then inscribed on
the attrition rolls.

The newly-established volunteer fire laddies were
celebrating in another wing of the mansion, having
won permission to pull their old fire-fighting
equipment over the unused subway tracks.
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Two-Tiered lnvestment Market
The investment real estate market is exhibiting
changing patterns. Yield expectancies appear to be
increasing from 1979 levels, although the number of
transactions is insuf{icient to make this conclusive.
The investment property market appears to be divid-
ing into two distinct tiers. The Iirst tier represents
property that is of pension fund, institutional, off-
shore, or large investor quality with concentration on
prime-located, major projects like olfice buildings,
shopping centers and general purpose industrials
with a cash investment upward of $2,000,000. Pur-
chasers do nol appear to be af{ected by the lack of
available conventional linancing, and demand ap-
pears to be strong despite unsettlement in the money
markets. Pension {und, institutional and some of{-
shore investors are cash purchasers and operate
without financing. Large investors and developers
have the ability to finance through equity participa-
tions or joint venture arrangements.

A subcategory ol the first tier consists of those prop-
erties with existing assumable long-term debt at low
interest rates. Demand for this type of property re-
mains high, with some premium Ior below market
rate debt il the debt ratio is high enough.

The second tier of the market is comprised o{ those
properties not o{ pension fund, institutional, off-
shore or large investor size or quality, but includes
secondarily-located properties and properties of
comparatively small size. Properties in this tier are
not financed readily. Purchasers tend to be depen-
dent on financing as a basis for acquisition. The
second tier apartment properties are probably more
adversely affected than other commercial properties.
The short supply of new housing and lack of a{ford-
ability have placed severe pressure on existing rental
housing, also in short supply. The result has been the
threat or enactment of rent control andlor condo-
minium conversion restrictions. This, in turn, has
chased potential lenders out of this market, even
when funds are available, and has induced buyer
concerns which adversely impact marketability. ln
general, properties in this second tier appear sub-
stantially less marketable than in 1979, with a conse-
quent downward pressure on cash price or the
equivalent prospect of seller-carried debt.

While there may be numerous exceptions to these
observations, today's appraiser should give detailed
consideration to the type of market that may exist for
the property under appraisal and the probable trans-
action structure that may result from an offering.

Need for New Rate Determination
Capitalization rates from previous market transac-
tions, even though negotiated since October 1979,

are probably inconclusive and misleading for two
reasons:

o Too few "comparable" transactions exist to permit

development of a statistically accurate model;

. Money and real estate markets are changing too
rapidly to allow any dependence on past trans-
action s.

With high interest rates, variable rate mortgages,
short-term loans, renegotiable rates and the lack of
available funds, it is no longer praaical to develop a

capitalization rate using a debt constant-equity divi-
dend, weighted band of investment method.2 Even if
Iinancing were available, the weighted debt constant
component would force the capitalization rate to un-
realistic heights.r for example, a 15 percent interest
rate on a 30-year loan would produce a constant of
15.173 percent. A 75 percent debt ratio (.75 x .15173)
would force a capitalization rate o{ 11.38 percent,
which is higher than current overall rates. The same
problems impact the development of a capitalization
rate based on the Ellwood Tables.

The investment property appraiser faces a dilemma.
Years ol refining the art have led toward increased
market substantiation for capitalization rates em-
ployed. Yet the traditional methods of substantiation
and documentation do not exist in a practical sense.
Today's appraiser musl rely more heavily on judg-
mental factors without the comfort of reliable, cur-
rent guidelines for substantiation and a statistically
reliable, comparable sales sample. However, judg-
ment need not be exercised in a vacuum for it is still
possible and practical to determine yield rates sou6ht
by the first tier investors by contacting pension and
institutional fund managers. lf these rates represent
the yields in prime transactions, they tend to estab-
lish a floor against which the appraiser can adjusl for
relative risk in the property under appraisement.
Further, offers become a key source of rate informa-
tion, except in condemnation cases where offers are
generally inadmissible evidence. By contacting
brokers to determine the basis of current offers, the
appraiser can establish a pattern of current buyer be-
havior. ln the last analysis, an appraisal is a judgment
and its quality cannot be compromised by reliance
on traditional methodolo8y that may be irrelevant.

ln the past, lenders used debt coverage ratios in tan-
dem with a capitalization rate derived from a debt
constant-equity dividend band of investment. where
financing is available today, the coverage ratio is the
key to the amount of financing that a property can
command. Lenders will generally seek a coverage
ratio minimum of 1.2 to 1 which means that net in-
come before debt service must be 1.2 times debt ser-
vice. lf net income is $100,m0, the maximum avail-
able for debt service is $83,333. lf the available loan is

15 percent at 30 years and the constant is 15.173 per-
cent, then the maximum debt is $550,000 (rounded)
or $83,333 divided by .151173. The debt ratio will be
55 percent if the property is selling for $1,000,000.
Appraisers should remain current on lender cover-
age ratios in order to evaluate the marketability

Potholes made dragging the equipment through
the streets extremely difficult and caused the loss
of much of Brooklyn.

BIG MAC pointed to its major budget-cutting
achievement: the saving of the entire Police
Department appropriation, once the National
Cuard was called in to declare a curfew. The BIC
MAC revelers recounted how they had enabled the
city to return to the credit market with a high bond
rating after eliminating all expenses except bond
interest and Board of Estimate salaries. "Here's to
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conlinue. fven if the demand for loans reduces sig-
nificantly, with a concomitant drop in interest rates to
reflect a lessened demand, it would not be reason-
able to anticipate a resurBence of a healthy real
estate finance picture. lf interest rates drop signifi-
cantly, the backlog of corporate financing coupled
with the regular refinancing of government obliga-
tions will quickly erode the supply, sending interest
rates back up. The backlog o{ corporate and gov-
ernmental demand for money should leave very little
available for the real estate sector.

lmplications for Real Estale
Since October 1979 maior changes have occurred
in the structure of real estate finance. While the
supply of lendable funds may increase, many of these
changes should become permanent fixtures in
the market. lt is obvious that long-term lenders will
no longer provide money al interest rates below
the rate of inflation, so that appraisers will have
to monitor changes in inilationary trends and money
supply figures carefully for a prediction of move-
ment in interest rates on real estate loans. The era
of the long-term, fixed-rate real estate loan is over.
New loans will either be short-term loans, variable
rate loans or short-term roll-over loans with renego-
tiated interest rates.

ln the residential field, shared appreciation mort-
gages (SAMs) may become a frequent device. Major
lenders have shifted from the ownership of a debt
instrument to the ownership of an equity position,
emphasizing participatint mortgages, mortgages
convertible into an equity position and/or joint
venlu re5.

Changes in the slructure of financing have complete-
ly altered the concepts of leveraging. The ability to
achieve the benefits of a highly leveraged transaction
was nearly unique to real estate. At this point in
time it is impossible to quantify the value weight
given by purchasers to the benefits of leveraging, but
it is clear that these benefits have been changed sub-
stantially and that the valuator of real estate, to
be contemporary, must consider these changes.

Sales transactions negotiated prior to October 5, 1979
occurred under totally different economic condi-
tions than those existing today. Therefore, those
transactions are probably of no material significance
in arriving at a current market value estimate. Al-
though not provable, it is probable that a ma jority of
transactions closing between October 1979 and April
1980 was negotiated either prior to Oaober 5, '1979 or
was negotiated on the presumption that the existent
chaos in the money markets was a short-term phe-
nomenon. Probably these transactions do not shed
any light on the currenl market. Belief that the
present status of the money market is a temporary
or short-term phenomenon has a greater probability
of being in error than of being correct.

A large number of sales transactions occurring since

October 1979, particularly in the residential field,
have been structured on seller-carried debt either in
the form of a first loan, a second loan or wraparound
financing. This seller-carried debt frequently has
been at an interest rate lower than the prevailing
market rate. lf appraisers rely on seller-carried Ii-
nancing in processing comparable value, then it is

mandatory that they qualify their value conclusions
as being based on the assumption that the seller
would carry notes equivalent to those in the sales
sample. On the other hand, if appraisers report value
in terms ol cash or cash equivalent, then in process-
ing comparable sales they must apply the market dis-
count rate to any seller-carried financing to report a
cash equivalent value for the property being ap-
praised. The latter approach is probably the most
consistent under accepted value definitions, since
those definitions refer to price in terms of "money"
and not in terms o{ "paper."

Weakness ln Residential Markel
Much past real estate activity was induced by the be-
liel that real estate is the best inflation hedge. The
speculative market of homes and condominiums is
evidence of that belief. To measure any hedge, the
analyst must be aware that the costs to carry a prop-
erty in excess of income tend to modify or nullify the
hedge. Adjustable interest rates leave questions as to
the long-term and real hedge benefits. Evidence
based on stock market behavior is emerging that in-
vestors may be adjusting their anticipations of (uture
inflation rates. lf these anticipations are adjusted
downward, it is possible that historic growth patterns
in real estate will be modified, inducing less aggres-
sive buying patterns. Today's appraiser should be
current on the degree to which fear of inflation - or
the reduction of those fears - might impact the
marketability and price of property.

The current residential market with high interest
rates and equity requirements is one in which a ma-
iority of potential purchasers cannot qualify even if
loans were available. Under these conditions and
consistenl with past performance, anticipations of
value increases may not be realistic. Under these
conditions and despite supply shortages, the number
of listings available for purchase on a national basis
probably exceeds the number of qualified purchas-
ers ready, willing and able to purchase. A prolifera-
tion of "For 5ale" signs and the durations of sign
postings are signals of this possibility. Advertisements
indicating "price reduced" or "owner will carry fi-
nancing" are additional evidence of a relatively weak
market. Probate offerings on an all cash basis and
with no bidders are frequently occurring. Motivated
sellers or those having to sell are faced with the pros-
pect of a lower price on a cash basis, or if contract
price is important they are faced with participating in
the financing at a submarkel rate of interest. Ap-
praising the current market value of residential
property without considering these phenomena is
not prudent.

Cenerally Accepted Accounting Principles,"
chortled the members of BIC MAC as they raised
their glasses of water that had been bottled.

Need To Reverse Decline Of Cities
The foregoing scenario may prove to be more
reality than spoof if we continue to rely only on
budgetary restraint and good accounting to cope
with overall urban regression.

The urgent need for New York and the other older
cities is restoration ol their income-producing
potential to reverse their steady economic decline.
Correction of the long-standing, anti-urban
economic bias is imperative. Federal guarantees
and advanced management techniques cannot stem
the tide for long. Nor can we continue to rely on
inflationary federal aid financed by soaring deficits
and printing press dollars.

Real solution and the essential recoverv of the
older cities require the will to make fundamental
changes, to go back to basics in our thinking. Here
are some thoughts:

. Cities are not dying; they are being killed. The
underlying urban trend lrom crises toward chaos
is not their natural destiny, but results from
governmental malpractice of long-standing.

o The problems of our sinking cities will not just go
away and the nation cannot just ignore them, try
as it may. The rest of the country is moored to
the older cities and will capsize with them.

o Cities are overtaxed and under-housed. The
excessive taxes of lhe central cities propel high
income families and large segments of their
economies across artificial political boundaries
and into the surrounding regions.

. Rental housing, an essential ingredient for rhe
survival of the older cities, faces enormous tax
bias both in Washington and locally, while
elected officials at all levels of government vie
with each other to undermine such housing and
prevent its replacement.

. Cities were built because they attracted
investment. Now they must be rebuilt. But to be
rebuilt, they must once again be made safe for
investmenl.

. Congressional leaders and local legislators are
quick to protest that reversals of governmental
misdirections are not politically possible.
Continuation of the pervasive urban decline will
make our Bovernmental system no longer
polirically possible.

the present. But most important, and lacking, is a
constituency for an urban future.

As requested, I will go from lhe general to a few
specifics. The specifics are known, but what is
lacking is the will and consensus to do them.

. tqukable income tax treatment for housing
renlers versus house and condominium owners
must be enacted in the Federal tax laws to permit
any meaningful amount of residential housing to
be developed in urban areas and to reduce lhe
heavy bias against rental housing. This is
especially essential because of today's inflation-
swollen income tax brackets and two-income
families. Higher income families cannot af{ord to
live in rental housing.

c federal housing subsidies musr be completely
redirected toward the single purpose of
expanding the urban housing supply, if low
income families are ever to obtain decent
housing in central cities. Existing housing
programs are only political gestures. They cannot
accomplish any of their avowed purposes.
Attempting, as has been done for the past 40
years, to Iinance the lowest income families in
the highest cost housing cannot solve any
housing problems, only reelection problems.
Only thin subsidy programs should be enacted,
directed toward creating an adequate housing
supply for lhe entire population. lt should be
obvious - but apparently isn't - that if 20
percent of the housing in older cities is terrible,
20 percent of the Iamilies will be living in terrible
housing.

A thousand dollar annual renl supplement per
unit to assist a higher income family to pay for
housing that would not olherwise be built will
produce eight times as much housing volume as
an $8,000 annual subsidy that is required for 40
years under the demented Federal Section I
proSram.

o A plethora of major housing conitraintJ existJ
locally. Oversized manufacturing zoning districts
prohibit residential development, waiting for
long-gone manufacturing firms to return. The
same procedure occurred when decayed piers
were protected for 20 years while waiting {or the
ships to return. Fortunately, New York City did
not try to preserve its agricultural lands.
Assemblage and possession roadblocks intimidale
any would-be residential builders and, of course,
political control of rentals continues to destroy
existing housing, just as political control of the
price of any product will drive it from the
marketplace. And finally, how can the urban
cores be financially supported in the future?
Only by regional taxation of the surrounding
areas that they serve.
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Specific Sleps To Urban future
There is great interest in historic preservation of
the past, and certainly in improving conditions in
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